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Summary and forward-flight analysis miakes use of thlecon

A ip investigat ion was colIdlicted( iii the Langley puter programi describedl in reference 6. Thle ad-
vanced rotor was designied to providle performanceT ransonic Dyvnaics Tunnel to evaluate differenices imrv ensi tnsofooroqurqieet,

betwellan xisingutiity-las iniiirotr bade over the p)resenlt UFI-6OA rotor in both hover and
anid an adlvamiced-desigm umail-rotor la~de. The tw~o forward flight. Of particular interest are condi-
rot or-ld designis we're comiparedl with regard1 to tions involving increases in the present UHI--60A mis-
rotor p~erfrmance. oscillatory lpitcll-lilik loads, aIl)( sion gross weights an(I parasite dIrag requirements
1-PerT-rev vertical fixed-s , stein load,-;. Tests were (e.g., Mexternal cargo at sea-level condlitions and at

(01( uc ((lii ovr li ve arg ofsniltd ul- 1Wreased-density-alt itude atmospheric conditions).
Scale gr1oss weights and~ denusity alt it tIde condlitions at

adaieraisfon .Ii o04. eut idct The present ITI-60A rotor was not designed to mneet

hat lhe aulvaiied-lade designi offers performnice teeicesduiso eurmns
uii~r~iiei soertebaein laeii oh oe The evaluat ion of the advanced-rotor blade de-

amnd forward flighit. Pitch-link oscillatory loads for Vinws) nlcedi h age TasncDnml~baelme Mt ics Tunnel in a Freon ~2 1atmosphere using 1/6-sizeth asei rltor wvere Iiiore sensitive thie test niodels of thle adlvanced-dign rotor blades and base-
(IiPeljTii vetial thosoften aloadc~ protor.d bythe line LIH-60A rotor blades. Thle baseline blades were

-I-pr-rv veticl fxed-ystm lod lrodlce~ byt ~ included to provide a measure of the gross differences
advanced blade was larger t hanl that prodluced lby thle in performlance and loads between the two config-
baselinle b~lade at all test c-ond~it ions. utrations. Testing was conducted in hover and for-

Introduction ward flight uip to anl advamnce ratio of 0.40. Ili add~i-
tion to evalumatinmg the advanced-blade aerodynamics

I listoricallY. the helicopter ind~ustry- has not relied and loads, the imlodel advanced blades wvere designed
oil wimid-tnnel testing of scaled nmodels to the samle to allow thme addition of nonstructural miass to the
degree as thle fixed-wing indlustry (ref. 1). Thle reason blades to evaluate blade miodal shaping (ref. 7) for
for this lack of testing has been that new rotor de- reducing fixed-systein vilbratory loads. The discus-
-igims have uisually evolved from existing dlesigns. The Sioni presemnted in t his report is intended to provide
niew% rotor (lesigns had aeroelastic and aerodynamic anl overview of the (data obtained.
cha ract eristic's that could be reasona bly predicted
by extrapolating existing dlata: thus, the ned for Symbols

wil~ltmmleltetig asreucd.Chngs n otr-Tile positive directions of forces, angles, and ye-
(craft mission requirements and technology have led loiisaehwnnfgue1
to thle dlevelopmelnmt of new rotor systeins, incorpo-
rat img hinneless and lbearingless hubl designs as well A b~alance axial force, lb)

amiii-rotor- blades with uniqlue planformi and twist ~ sedo onf/e

geomet ries andl withI new families of airfoils, and in-
corp~oratimng passive mneams of reducing fixed-systeml C rotor- drag coefficient,
vibrat ion le\ els. These uinique inain-m-otor systeml de- rR2(1/2

-iglis have p~rovidedl thle inilpe.tlms to addr11ess thle prob-
lellus of rot or svstein loads, stability. vibrat ion char- CLroto- lift coeffiient.

-Ict eriki ics'. atui~ overall pe'rformnce (durinig ther Rl2ig [S 2 (1) 2

plia-. t lioii thle combined uiseofamalysis and p~roof
of concept tc('t ig, rat her thban providing "ixes" to ('L1,iiiax m-ot or-blade sect ion Iliaxinini lift

prol llis as tl- 1me oceu iluir n developmient - Recenit coeffiieneit
e\X;llil)les ((Ith li 15cof aial ,vsus and test ilug (Iil-img t lie (2 rotor torquie coefficienit
dve-,igi phIase arc (iliissedl in references 2 and 3.

Al ii ilbrt tha lmc ollilbilies aimalvs%.is amd k(1teting" has
Ivlli l-~eff to designm and evalulate an aldvanlced lml- I)rotor drag. lb., N Sill (1 + Al co.,(
rotor blade for t lie, U.S. .Ariiiv's I il-iA B~lack llaw%%k
hielicI )t(-r. The blade avrod ,im'aiii cliaractm-istic- d rotor (lialimeter. ft
(airfo)il (lvct ioli. lplalifOrill lwist . anid s()lidit.N) werI' V~( 11i( llihuel 1-per-rcer 't ical tixv-
auu~lvt i callv desigmied for hover and forward flight i!tci haaieiirilfoc)la
ing t he alpproach described ill reference 41. Rcfer- ___________________________
clice I 11-;i h lovcr ;uiual~sis which coilibiles Iho' nIl(- I )1 iot- i c i~ecI liaditiaik (it 11 . dti ho' uut i N1,111,1111
Ili.'it 1l1ii t lie orv andi t lhe hilac l il'lt t meorv ( ref. --) A CI( 11

% ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N N."~*~-fI ~v
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fD vehicle equivalent parasite area, ft 2  up to I atm. The tunnel test section is 16 ft square
with cropped corners and has a cross-sectional area

ofnrotbader oonau massdmoen of 248 ft 2 . Either air or Freon 12 may be used as
elastic axis, Ib-sec2  a test medium. For this investiIation, Freon 12 at a

nominal density of 0.006 slug/ft' was used as the test

L rotor lift, lb, N cos o, - A sin o, medium. Because of its high density and low speed
A. rotor hover tip Maclh number, OR of sound, the use of Freon 12 aids the matching of

Amodel-rotor-scale Reynolds number and( Mach nuni-

N balance normal force, lb Ier to full-scale values. Since the primary purpose of
these tests involved rotor performance, matching full-

PL normalized pitch-link oscillatory scale Mach number at Reynolds numbers higher than
load those obtainable by testing in air was of particular

Q rotor-shaft torque, measured from interest. The use of Freon 12 as a test medium also
balance yawing-moment channel, allows the easing of some restrictions oi model struc-
ft-Il tural design while still maintaining dynamic similar-

ity. For example, a heavier test medium permits a
R rotor radius, ft simplified structural design to obtain the required

r spanwise distance along blade stiffness characteristics, and thus eases design and

radius mieasured from center of fabrication requirements of the model (ref. 8).

rotation, ft Model Description

SL sea-level atmospheric density The model rotor hub used in this investigation
conditions was a four-bladed articulated hub with coincident

SLS sea-level atmospheric (lsity lead-lag and flapping hinges. The hub operated

conditions at 59'F with a measured pitch-flap coupling ratio of 0.5 (flap
up, pitch down). The location of the pitch-link

" free-stream velocity, ft/sec attachment point is shown in figure 3. Two sets of

distance front wind-tunnel floor to blades were used during these tests: a set of baseline

rotor hub, ft UH-60A blades and a set of advanced-design blades.
The planforni geometry and twist distribution of

o, rotor-shaft angle of attack, (leg each set of blades are shown in figures 3 and 4,
respectively. The structural properties and rotatingroto-blade5llecl natural frequencies of each blade set are presented in

7= 0.75, (tables I and II. The rotating natural frequencies were

01 twist angle built into rotor blade, calculated using the CAMRAD analysis described in

positive nose tip, (leg references 9 and 10.

Sa nThe baseline blades were a 1/6-size, Mach scaled
p rotor a(lvanice ratio, rn representation of UH-60A rotor blades. The model-

) mass density of test inedim, scale baseline blade structural properties (table I)

slugs/ft% were established by scaling full-scale blade proper-
ties, although no atteml)t was made to exactly match

C rot or-blade azinmut h angle, (leg the distributions of the full-scale blades (ref. II).
orrotational velocity, rad/sec The baseline blades used SC 1095 and SC1095-R8 air-

rotor rtiavefoils. The aerodyiamic characteristics of these two

iiat ural frequency of rotating-blade airfoils are (locumente(d in reference 12. The area,
miode. rad/sec thrust-weighted. anid torqe-weighted solidities for

the baseline rotor were 00 25. Figure 3 shows that

Apparatus and Procedures t li baseline blades were equipped with adjustable

W~ind Tunnel trailing-edge abs which could Ibe used to chliaige the
local blade-section caitber. For the tests (lesc'ribed

The testing was conducted in the langlev Tran- ill this rel)ort. the trail ing-edge tabs remiained at 00
sOlic 1)ynamics Tummel (TDT). A schenatic of the ilcidence.
i intel is shown in figure 2. The TDT is a contimutos- The idvamiced set of iodel rotor Wlades was also
flow ti mmel with a slotted test section and is ('apal)e I/6-size and lach scaled. The titodel-scale struc-
of o peration illp to Mach 1.2 at stagnation pressulres t ural properties (table II) of tlihe advainced hlades, as

2
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well as the distribution of these properties, were es- electrically controlled hydraulic actuator. Blade col-
tablished as being representative of a full-scale design lective pitch and lateral and longitudinal cyclic pitch
if such advanced blades were built. The advanced are input to the rotor through the swash plate. The
blades used RC(4)-10, RC(3)-10, and RC(3)-08 air- swash plate is moved by three hydraulic actuators.
foils. The aerodynamic characteristics of the RC(3)- Instrumentation mounted on the ARES model al-
10 and RC(3)-08 airfoils are documented in refer- lows continuous displays of model control settings,
ence 13. The aerodynamic characteristics of the rotor forces and moments, blade loads, and pitch-
RC(4)-10 airfoil have been obtained but have not yet link loads. For these tests, one pitch link was in-
been documented. The RC(4)-I0 airfoil was used on strumented with a strain gage to measure pitch-
the inboard portion of the blade to improve CL,max link tension and compression loads. Rotor-blade
characteristics on the retreating side of the rotor disk. flap and lag motions are measured by rotary po-
The RC(3)-08 and RC(3)-10 airfoils were used on the tentiometers mounted on the rotor hub and geared
outboard portion of the blade to increase the drag di- to the blade cuff. Rotor-shaft speed is determined
vergence Mach number in order to lessen compress- by a magnetic sensor. The rotating-blade data are
ibility effects on the advancing side of the rotor disk. transferred through a 30-channel slip-ring assembly.
The area, thrust-weighted, and torque-weighted so- Rotor forces and moments are measured by a six-
lidities for the advanced rotor were 0.114, 0.101, component strain-gage balance mounted below the
and 0.0956, respectively. To evaluate blade modal pylon and drive system. Rotor lift and drag are deter-
shaping, each of the advanced blades was built with mined from the measured balance normal and axial
a magnesium block faired into the blade leading edge forces (fig. 1). Rotor torque is measured by the bal-
from = 0.566 to ' = 0.637. This block was hollow ance yawing-moment channel. The balance is fixed
and allowed for the addition of nonstructural mass with respect to the rotor shaft and pitches with the
centered at ' = 0.600. The nonstructural mass was fuselage. Fuselage forces and moments are not sensed
added in the form of tungsten rods inserted chord- by the balance.
wise into the magnesium block. Each tungsten rod Test Procedure
had a nominal diameter of 0.25 in., a nominal length
of 1.50 in., and a nominal mass of 0.00168 slug. A The purpose of this test was to compare the per-
minimum of three and a maximum of seven tungsten formance and loads characteristics of the baseline and
rods could be added, with five tungsten rods being advanced-rotor systems. Therefore, both rotors were
the "target" added mass. The five tungsten rods had evaluated at the same nominal test conditions defined
a nominal mass of 0.00840 slug. During the modal by p, MT, CL, and CD. The range of p covered in
shaping evaluation, nonstructural mass in the form of these tests was from 0 to 0.40. In hover (p = 0), data
lead tape was added to the upper and lower surfaces were obtained at zid = 0.87. To minimize rotor wake
of each blade at ' = 0.835 to evaluate the addition recirculation in hover, the tunnel floor and the model
of nonstructural mass at more than one blade ra- were lowered to provide a nominal 3-ft opening be-
dial station. The addition of the mass at each radial tween the floor and tunnel walls. In forward flight,
station was evaluated independently. The lead tape the values of MT, CL, and CD were varied to rep-
used at j = 0.835 was 2 in. in width and had a nom- resent simulated full-scale values of density altitude,
inal mass of 0.00840 slug. The blade modal shaping vehicle gross weight, and rotor drag. The simulated
evaluation was conducted independently of the ro- rotor drag was determined at each velocity tested
tor performance evaluation. Therefore, neither the by using the vehicle equivalent parasite area as fol-
tungsten weights nor the lead tape were added to the lows: D = fD(1I2pV2 ). The simulated rotor drag
blades during the evaluation of rotor performance. coefficient was then determined from D. The values

Each blade set was tested using the aeroelastic of density altitude, vehicle gross weight, and vehicle
rotor experimental system (ARES) model shown in equivalent parasite area simulated with each rotor are
figures 5 and 6. The ARES model has a stream- presented in table III. At each test point, the rotor
lined fuselage shape which encloses the rotor con- rotational speed and tunnel conditions were adjusted
trols and drive system. The ARES model is powered to give the desired values of MT and p. Model a,
by a variable-frequency synchronous motor rated at and 0 were then varied to obtain the desired values of
47-hp output at 12 000 rpm. The motor is connected CL and CD. To facilitate data acquisition and reduce
to the rotor shaft through a belt-driven two-stage blade loads, rotor cyclic pitch was used to remove ro-
speed reduction system. The ARES model rotor con- tor first-harmonic flapping with respect to the rotor
trol system and rotor-shaft angle of attack are re- shaft at each test point. The maximum obtainable
motely controlled from the wind-tunnel control room. values of p, CL, and CD were constrained by either
The model rotor-shaft angle of attack is varied by an blade load limits or ARES model drive-system limits.

3
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Model deadweight tares were determined through- The quality of the performance data obtained
out the range of shaft angle of attack with the blades during this investigation, with regard to repeatabil-
installed and with them removed. Aerodynamic ity, was addressed. During the test, 52 target data
rotor-hub tares were determined with the blades re- points were randomly selected to be repeated. The
moved throughout the ranges of shaft angle of attack total number of actual repeat points was 102. The
and advance ratio investigated. Both deadweight and average deviation in CL, CD, and CQ was deter-
aerodynamic hub tares have been removed from the mined from the differences between the target values
data presented herein. No corrections for tunnel wall and the repeated values. The average deviations for
effects have been applied to the data, but, as cited constant values of p, a,, 0, and rotor cyclic pitch
in reference 14, these effects are small for the flight were determined to be as follows:
conditions discussed herein. CL ± 0.00004

CD ± 0.00001
Presentation of Results CQ ± 0.00001

The rotor performance data obtained during this The data are presented in the following order:

investigation are presented as CQ required to perform Figure

a given rotor task versus t. The values of CL and Rotor hover performance . .......... 7
C) used to define the rotor task, as well as CQ Rotor forward-flight performance. ........ 8-1
were ol)tained from the average of 2000 data samples Pitch-link oscillatory loads .. ....... 12-16
taken over a nominal 20 rotor revolutions at each test Fixed-system oscillatory loads. ...... 17-22
condition. The CQ data are presented for a series of
full-scale values of vehicle gross weight, equivalent Discussion of Results
parasite area. and density altitude. Throughout the The primary purpose of this investigation was to
figures. the various density altitudes are denoted as a validate the advanced-blade aerodynamic design pro-
combination of geometric altitude and temperature, cess by comparing the performance of the advanced

e.g.. 4000 ft/950 F. The CQ data as presented have rotor with that of the baseline rotor. The perfor-
inot been divided by rotor solidity for two reasons. mance of each rotor was defined by the CQ required
First. dividing by solidity does not account for all the at a given rotor task specified by the parameters
effects due to differences in rotor solidity as discussed CL, CD, p, and MT. The design philosophy used
in reference 15. Second, the intent was to present for the advanced blades was to produce a rotor that
gross differences in performance between two rotor would be more efficient than the baseline rotor in

designs. regardless of differences in solidity, both hover and forward flight, especially as the re-
Loads data presented consist of pitch-link oscil- quired rotor task became more demanding. Because

latory load and fixed-system oscillatory load. The of increased mission requirements for the UH-60A he-
pitch-link and fixed-system oscillatory loads were ob- licopter, rotor performance at a vehicle gross weight
tained from a fast Fourier transform of the instru- of 24 000 lb with a density altitude of 4000 ft/95°F
mented pitch-link and balance normal-force data for was of particular interest. The baseline rotor was not
12 rotor revolutions at each test condition. Pitch-link originally designed to perform such a mission. The
loads data are presented as normalized oscillatory loads characteristics of each rotor, in terms of pitch-
(1/2 peak-to-peak) load versus p. Fixed-system loads link loads and fixed-system oscillatory vertical loads,
data are presented as normalized 4-per-rev vertical were also investigated. During the design process of
load versus p. .Just as for the performance data, the the advanced rotor, the reduction of pitch-link loads
j)itch-link and fixed-system loads data are presented and fixed-system loads was not directly addressed.
for a series of full-scale vehicle gross weights, equiva- However. it was hoped that a rotor could be pro-
lent parasite areas, and density altitudes. All pitch- duced with loads characteristics no worse than those
link oscillatory loads were nornmalized to the largest of the baseline rotor.
mean pitch-link oscillatory load measured on either Rotor Performance
rotor. All -per-rev fixed-system loads were nornmal-
ized to the largest mean 4-per-rev fixed-system load Figure 7 is a comparison of the hover perfor-
generated by either rotor. This normalizing proce- mance, in terms of C1, versus CQ, of the baseline and
(litre was chosen because neither the fixed system nor advanced rotors at MT = 0.628. This value of MT -
the rotating system of the ARES model is a dynami- is associated with density altitudes of SI./.)50 F and
callY scaled representation of any existing helicopter. 4000 ft/95'F. The data were obtained at z/d = (.87.
Therefore. scaling measured model data uip to full- The minimuni CL of interest in this figure is 0.(XWi25.
Scale values would not be meaningful. which is representative of the design gross weight

4
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(16500 Ib) of the UH-60A helicopter at SL/950 F. increasing level of torsional activity for the baseline
The data indicate that at CL = 0.00625, there is no blade as gross weight is increased. Reference 16 in-
difference in performance between the baseline and dicates that such torsional activity can contribute to
advanced rotors. As CL is increased above 0.00625, reduced rotor performance. Figure 16 indicates that
the performance of the advanced rotor improves rel- increasing fD does not appreciably change the pitch-
ative to the baseline rotor. These higher values of link oscillatory load for the advanced rotor. These
rotor CL are representative of higher vehicle gross results reinforce those of figures 12 to 14, which in-
weights and density-altitude conditions. Considering dicate that the advanced-rotor pitch-link oscillatory
the higher solidity of the advanced rotor, it appears loads do not significantly increase when the rotor task
that the combination of airfoil section, twist, and ta- is increased by increasing either gross weight or den-
per have overcome the expected increases in rotor sity altitude.
profile torque required in hover. Figures 17 to 21 show the effects of gross weight,

Figures 8 to 10 show the forward-flight perfor- density altitude, and vehicle equivalent parasite area
mance of the baseline and advanced rotors, in terms on the 4-per-rev fixed-system vertical loads produced
of CQ versus p. for different gross weights and density by the baseline and advanced rotors. The data show
altitudes at a constant value of fD. The data show that the 4-per-rev fixed-system loads produced by
the improvement in performance provided by the ad- the advanced rotor are consistently higher than those
vanced rotor at all test conditions. These perfor- produced by the baseline rotor for all test conditions.
mance improvements generally increase as the rotor Figures 17 to 19 exhibit a trend in the 4-per-rev
task, defined by gross weight, density altitude, and p, fixed-system loads data that is different from the
is increased. In some cases, the baseline rotor could trend with increasing CL shown in figures 12 to 14
not achieve the same rotor task as the advanced ro- for the pitch-link oscillatory loads data. Pitch-link
tor because of increased rotor and fixed-system loads loads for the baseline rotor increased with CL, while
and because of excessive rotor power requirements. pitch-link loads for the advanced rotor remained
These baseline-rotor problems can most likely be at- relatively constant as CL increased. However, with
tributed to retreating blade stall, which was allevi- regard to 4-per-rev fixed-system loads, the loads
ated on the advanced rotor by increased solidity and produced by the baseline rotor tended to remain
by the choice of airfoils used. relatively constant, while the loads for the advanced

Figure II shows the effect of increasing fD and rotor increased with CL (fig. 20). These trends
dlensitv altitude on the performance of the advanced indicate different torsional loads characteristics and
rotor. The increase in fD and the high gross weight vertical hub shear characteristics for the baseline and
simulate the transportation of a large external load. advanced rotors. Figure 21 indicates that increasing
The data show that this mission could be performed fD has no appreciable effect on the 4-per-rev fixed-
by the advanced rotor, with an increase in required system loads for the advanced rotor.
CQ. at least up to p = 0.30 and at a density altitude Figure 22 shows the results of an evaluation of
of 4000 ft/950 F. blade modal shaping used to reduce fixed-system os-

Rotor and Fixed-System Loads cillatory loads. Modal shaping involves the addi-
tion of nonstructural mass to a blade to desensi-

Figures 12 to 16 show the effects of gross weight, tize the response to selected harmonic aerodynamic
density altitude, and vehicle equivalent parasite area loads generated by the blade. Pre-test analyses in-
on pitch-link oscillatory loads for both the baseline dicated that 4-per-rev fixed-system loads could be
and advanced rotors. The data indicate (figs. 12 reduced by the addition of a nonstructural mass of
to 14) that for constant fD. the magnitude of the 0.00839 slug to each of the advanced blades. Dur-
pitch-link oscillatory load produced by each rotor de- ing the tests, the addition of nonstructural mass at
pends on the CL (density altitude and gross weight) ? = 0.600 and = 0.835 was investigated. In fig-
at which the rotor operates. Below a nominal C, = tire 22. the measured 4-per-rev vertical fixed-system
0.00000 (figs. 13(b) and 14(c)). the baseline rotor pro- load is presented as a function of the amount of mass
duces the lower pitch-link oscillatory load. Above added to the avamced blades at both radial loca-
the nominal ('l, = 0.10900. the advanced rotor pro- tions. The target mass of 0.00839 slug is represented
du(c'es the lower pitch-link oscillatory load (figs. 14(d) in the figure by the addition of 5 masses to each blade.
to 1.(f)). A closer examination of the data shows The data show that the addition of the 0.00839 slug
that the pitch-link oscillatory loads produced by the at 'f = 0.600 had virtually no effect on the 4-per-
baseline rotor increase with 'L but those produced rev vertical fixed-systei loads for the advance ra-
by the advanced rotor show no such large increase tios tested. The addition of more or less mass (7
with ('L (fig. 15). This phenomenon iidicates an or 3 masses, respectively) also had no effect on these
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loads. Only one data point was obtained at j = 0.15 Proceedings, Volume I, American Helicopter Soc., c.1986,
with the 0.00839-slug mass located at ' = 0.835. pp. 279-302.
This data point showed a reduction in the measured 4. Bingham, Gene J.: The Aerodynamic Influences of
4-per-rev vertical fixed-system loads compared with Rotor Blade Airfoils, Twist, Taper and Solidity on Hover
the case with the mass placed at * = 0.600. This and Forward Flight Performance. Proceedings of the S7th
evaluation of blade modal shaping is certainly not Annual Forum, American Helicopter Soc., May 1981,
viewed as being conclusive, and further research in pp. 37-50.

this area is planned for the future. 5. Gessow, Alfred; and Myers, Garry C., Jr.: Aerodynamics
of the Helicopter. Macmillan Co., c.1952. (Republished

Conclusions 1967 by Frederick Ungar Publ. Co.)
6. Van Gaasbeek, J. R.: Rotorcraft Flight Simulation,

An investigation has been conducted in the Lang- Computer Program C81- Volume 1H: User's Manual.
ley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel to evaluate differ- USARTL TR-77-54B, U.S. Army, Oct. 1979. (Available
ences between the performance and loads character- from DTIC as AD A079 632.)
istics of a baseline rotor on the U.S. Army UH-60A 7. Taylor, Robert B.: Helicopter Vibration Reduction by
helicopter and an advanced rotor for possible use on Rotor Blade Modal Shaping. 88th Annual Forum Pro-

the same aircraft. The advanced rotor was designed ceedings, American Helicopter Soc., 1982, pp. 90-101.

to increase the mission capability of the UH-60A air- 8. Lee, Charles: Weight Considerations in Dynamically

craft. Based on the data obtained for the test condi- Similar Model Rotor Design. SAWE Paper No. 659,
rt. asd monhel confiatibtinestigat, the t oi- May 1968.tions and model configurations investigated, the fol- 9. Johnson, Wayne: A Comprehensive Analytical Model of

lowing conclusions have been reached: Rotorcraft Aerodynamics and Dynamics. Part I: Anal-

1. When compared with the baseline rotor, the ysis Development. NASA TM-81182, AVRADCOM
advanced rotor provides performance improvements TR-80-A-5, 1980.
in hover above a rotor lift coefficient (CL) of 0.00625 10. Johnson, Wayne: A Comprehensive Analytical Model of
and at all forward-flight conditions, particularly at Rotorcraft Aerodynamics and Dynamics. Part II: User's

high gross weights and high density altitudes. Manual. NASA TM-81183, AVRADCOM TR-80-A-6,
2. Oscillatory pitch-link loads produced by the 1980.

baseline rotor increase with CL, but those produced 11. Blackwell, R. H.; Murrill, R. J.; Yeager, W. T., Jr.; and
b' the advanced rotor show no large variationi with Mirick, P. H.: Wind Tunnel Evaluation of Aeroelasti-y tcally Conformable Rotors. Preprint No. 80-23, Ameri-
CL" can Helicopter Soc., May 1980.

3. The 4-per-rev vertical fixed-system loads pro- 12. Noonan, Kevin W.; and Bingham, Gene J.: Aero-
duced by the advanced rotor are higher than those dynamic Characteristics of Three Helicopter Rotor Air-
produced by the baseline rotor at all test conditions. foil Sections at Reynolds Numbers From Model Scale to
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Table I. Baseline-Rotor-Blade Properties

(a) Structural properties

Inboard Section Section Stiffness, lb-ft2

section, length, mass, I0,
r/R ft slugs Flap Chord Torsion lb-sec 2

0.0534 0.322 0.0510 101944.0 104 166.7 6763.9 0.570 x 10- 3
.1222 .166 .0110 9326.4 69444.4 1269.6 .143
.1577 .333 .0062 9326.4 2777.8 432.1 .050
.2288 .333 .0062 74.3 2777.8 236.1 .050
.2999 .333 .0062 74.3 2777.8 88.9 .050
.3710 .333 .0062 74.3 2777.8 88.9 .080
.4421 .333 .0062 81.3 2777.8 91.6 .080
.5132 .333 .0062 75.7 2777.8 93.1 .080
.5843 .333 .0062 81.3 2777.8 94.4 .080
.6554 .333 .0062 81.3 2777.8 94.4 .080
.7265 .333 .0062 81.3 2777.8 94.4 .080
.7976 .333 .0062 86.8 2777.8 92.4 .080
.8687 .207 .0054 33.3 694.4 95.4 .117
.9128 .073 .0024 33.3 694.4 27.1 .117
.9283 .336 .0045 21.5 347.2 22.0 .117

(b) Model rotor-blade rotating natural frequencies

Modal identity W/91

Flap 2.69
Flap 4.76
Chord 5.12
Torsion 7.21
Flap 8.16

' = 69.32 rad/sec.
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Table 11. Advanced-Rotor- Blade Properties

(a) Structural properties

Inboard Section Section Stiffness, lb-ft
section, length, mass, 10,

r/R ft sings Flap Chord Torsion lb-sec2

0.0534 0.1070 0.02460 101944.0 104166.7 6763.9 0.570 x 10-"
.0763 .2150 .03400 101944.0 104166.7 6763.9 .19
.1221 .0005 .00004 101944.0 104166.7 6763.9 .190
.1222 .1770 .00410 2500.0 10277.8 12625.0 .242
.1600 .2480 .00430 354.1 10277.8 261.1 .242
.21:30 .1690 .00260 302.1 10277.8 261.1 .226
.2490 .5200 .01220 270.1 10277.8 261.1 .359
.360OO .9(550 .02260 225.7 10277.8 261.1 .359
.5659 .33:30 .00790 225.7 10277.8 261.1 .359
.6370 .0420 .00100 295.1 10277.8 428.8 .228
.6460 .2670 .00670 258.3 10277.8 288.2 .359
.7030 .4120 .01030 251.7 10277.8 270.8 .373
.79 1() .3370 .00780 236.1 10277.8 256.9 .359
.86530 .3320 .00670 138.9 10277.8 217.7 .305
.9340 .2060 .00270 79.9 10277.8 163.2 .140
.9780 .10310 .00076 62.5 10277.8 86.8 .074

(b) Miodel rotor-blade rotating natural freqnencies

MIodal idenitity ______________________
Flap 2.86
Flap 5.71
Chord 8.46
Flap 9.90

'Q = 69.32 rad/sec.
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Table 111. Forward-Flighlt Test Mlatrix for Baseline and Advanced Rotors

Rotor task ______ Figure________

Gross
weight. Density v

lb) altitude ft 2  CQ vs p PL vs it FSO.I1 , vs p AlT p
18-500 SLS 29.94 8 12 17 0.65 0.15-.40
18.500 SL/950 F 9(a) 13(a) 18 (a) .628 .15 .40
24000 SL/950 F 9(b) 13(b) 18(b) -15-.35
16500 4000 ft/95-F 10(a) 14(a) 19(a) .15--.40
18 500 I10(lb) 14(b) 19(b) .15-.40
20500 I10(c) 14(c) 19(c) .15-.37
22500 I10(d) 14(d) 19(d) .15--.37
24500 110(e) 14(e) 19(e) .15-.37
26500 1 10(f) 14(f) 19(f) .15-.30

'2-1000 SL/95 0 F 89.94 11 (a) 16(a) 2 1(a) .15-.35
"21000 4000 ft/950 F 89.94 11 (b) 16(b) 21 (b) _____ .15--.35

"lIndicates test condlit ion tor adlvancedl rotor only.
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Figure 7. Comparison of hover performance of b~aseline and advanced rotors at M'p 0.628 and ,Id =0.87.
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Figure S. C'omparison of baseline- aiid adlvanced-rotor CQ at a gross weight of IS .5(K) l1) (Cj1  ().t88i5). SL's.

andl j 29.94 ft2.
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(a) Gross weight =18500 1b; CL =0.00701.
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(b) G;ross weight =2400 IX)b: CL 0.00909).

Figuire 9). Comiparison of baseline- and advancedl-rotor CQ at SL/950 F and fjl) 29.94 ft2 .
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(d) Gross weight = 22500 Ib: CL =0.00M85.

Figure 10. Continued.
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(b) 4000 ft/950 F: CL =0.0105.

Figsire 11I. Effect of vehicle flat-plate drag on advanced-rotor performance at a gross weight of 24 000 lb.
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11

Figure 12. Comparison of baseline- and advanced-rotor normalized pitch-link oscillatory load (1/2 peak-to-peak)
at a gross %%eight of IS.500 11) (CL =0.00654). SLS, and fD 29.94 ft2 .
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(a) Gross weight 18IS500 Ib; CL =0.0070 1.
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o Baseline rotor
o Advanced rotor
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(b) G;ross weight = 24000 1b: CL =0.00909.

Figure 13. Comparison of baseline- and ad vanced- rotor normalized1 pitch-link oscillatory load (1/2 peak-to-peak)
at SL/95 0 F andI ID =29.94 ft2 .
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(a) Gross weight = 16500 ib, CL =0.00723.
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(b) Gross weight = 18 500 Ib; CL = 0.00810.

Figuire HI. Comparison of baseline- and a(Ivaniced- rotor normalized pitch-link oscillatory load (1/2 peak-to-peak)
at 4000) ft/95'F andl fI) =29.94 ft2 .
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(c) Gross weight = 20 500 Ib; CL = 0.00898.
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(d) Gross weight = 22 500 Ib; CL = 0.00985.

Figure 14. Continued.
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(e) Gross weight = 24 500 lb; CL 0.0107.
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(f) Gross weight = 26500 lb; CL = 0.0116.

Figure 14. Concluded.
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(b) Advanced rotor.

Figure 15. Effect Of CL on rotor normalized pitch-link oscillatory load (1/2 peak-to-peak) for fD =29.94 ft2 .
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(a) SL/950 F: CL =0.00909.
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(b) 4000 ft/950 F: CL = 0.0J 05.

Figure 16. Effect of v'ehicle flat-plate dIrag on adlvancedl-rotor pitch-link oscillatory' load (1/2 peak-to-peak) at a
gross weight of 24(X) l1).
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Figiin. 17. Comuparison of *-per-rev fixe(I-s ' ytem loads for b~aseline- and advatimd-rotor configurations at a
g ro weighIt of IS -5M) b(CL = 0.(XXi4), SLS. anid fn29.94 ft2.
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(a) Gross weight = 18,500 lb; CL =0.00701.
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(h) Gross weight = 24 000 1 b: CL, = 0.00(X)9.

Figure 18. Comparison of 4-per-rev fixed-system loads for baseline- and advanced-rotror configurations at
SL/950 F and fl) = 2.9.94 ft2.
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(a) Gross weight = 16 500 Ib: CL =0,00723.
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(b) Gross weight = 18500 Ib; CL = 0.00810.

Figure 19. Comparison of 4-per-rev fixed-system loads for baseline- and advanced-rotor configurations at

4000 ft/950 F and fD = 29.94 ft2 .
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(d) Gross weight = 22500 1b CL 0.0085.

F'iguire IS). C'ontinuhe.I
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Figure 19. Concluded
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(a) Baseline rotor.
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(h) Advanced rotor.

Figure 20. Effect Of CLj on 4-per-rev fixed-systemn loads for fD -29.94 ft2 ,
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